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ABSTRACT 
A new unified approach to problems of Hankel norm and balanced approximations 
is presented which is based on a combination of polynomial algebra and the geometry of 
invariant subspaces. Contrary to state space methods, where contact with external 
properties of systems is indirect, the approach presented yields new insights into basic 
properties of Hankel norm approximation and balanced realizations. Several approxima- 
tion results are interpreted geometrically in terms of projections. Also duality results in 
this area are pointed out. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In a masterful, pathbreaking series of papers, Adamjan, Arov, and Krein 
(1968a, 1968b, 1971, 1978) developed in great generality the theory of Hankel 
norm approximations. This theory, commonly referred to as AAK theory, 
contained the theory of optimal and suboptimal extensions of Hankel opera- 
tors. Because of the close connection between Hankel operators and compres- 
sions of shifts, it also provided an alternative approach not only to Nehari’s 
theorem but also to Sarason’s theorem (Sarason, 1968), and its generalization 
to the cornmutant lifting theorem (Sz.-Nagy and Foias, 1970). 
In Glover (1984), a greatly influential paper, the AAK theory is developed, 
for the rational case, in a self-contained way, using mostly linear algebraic 
tools. In the process Glover obtained a parametrization of all solutions and, 
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what is more important, also L” error bounds resulting from the truncation of 
balanced realizations. 
Our object in this paper is to present a different approach to parts of this 
theory. We will also deal with the rational case, but will restrict ourselves at 
this stage to the scalar case. The approach we take is algebraic and coordinate 
free, and it reduces all computations to polynomial equations. However, the 
polynomial equations can be interpreted on at least three different levels. On 
one level we have polynomial equations, which on applying the theory of 
polynomial models lead to certain operator equations in finite dimensional 
spaces. The other level is the level of rational functions. On this level we get 
simple solutions to the Nehari extensions as well as to the solution of an 
important HOD-Bezout equation. The third level is geometric, i.e. the level of 
invariant subspaces of Hz spaces and operator equations in these spaces. 
Some of Glover’s results are not only rederived, but extended, inasmuch as 
also the Schmidt pairs are explicitly calculated and a geometric interpretation 
in terms of invariant subspaces and projections is given. 
In the process of proving some of the results we highlight some intricate 
symmetries in the study of Hankel operators. 
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 we collect some basic 
information about polynomial and rational models. In particular we outline the 
polynomial model approach to realization theory. This material will be used in 
the rest of the paper. It will be instrumental in the construction of balanced 
realizations. 
In Section 3 we study Hankel operators with rational symbols, their kernel 
and image spaces, and their relation to coprime factorizations. We study the 
singular value and singular vector equation and derive them in polynomial 
form. This fundamental polynomial equation is not new. It appears already in 
the work of Kung (1980) and Harshavardhana, Jonckheere, and Silverman 
(1984). However, it does not seem to have been realized before how much 
information could be squeezed out of it. In the process a very simple proof of 
Nehari’s theorem in the rational case is obtained. In this section we also give 
brief discussions of material related to the computation of singular values, 
Schmidt pairs, and best approximants. These topics include the determination 
of signed eigenvalues of a related self-adjoint Hankel operator, Nevanlinna-Pick 
interpolation, and some connection with geometric control theory. 
Section 4 is devoted to the analysis of inversion of Hankel operators, or 
rather the restriction of Hankel operators to the map from the cokernel to the 
image. This is related to a spectral mapping theorem derived in Fuhrmann 
(1968a,b). In the rational context in which we work, the result is recovered 
from the fundamental polynomial equation (FPE) and the Schmidt pairs 
associated with the smallest singular value. 
In Section 5 we recover a result of Glover concerning singular values of 
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the optimal Hankel norm approximant corresponding to the last singular 
value. Certain polynomial identities derived in Sections 4 and 5 are general- 
ized. This is done directly, through polynomial algebra, starting from the FPE. 
These polynomial relations can be transformed into relations between rational 
functions. In turn these have an interpretation as orthogonality relations in L2 
or H2 spaces (Section 6). On this level the geometry of the situation is 
highlighted. 
Section 7 is concerned with duality in Hankel norm approximation prob- 
lems. Next, in Sections 8 and 9, we pass to an analysis of balanced realizations, 
introduced by Moore (1981). This analysis is based on polynomial model 
realization theory and utilizes the information and insights about Schmidt pairs 
of Hankel operators that has been obtained in previous sections. We do this 
for two extreme cases. The first case, treated in Section 8, is the generic case, 
namely the case of Hankel operators with distinct singular values. The second 
case, treated in Section 9, is that of Hankel operators with identical singular 
values. This is equivalent to the analysis of realization of antistable all-pass 
functions. This we do through the use of continued fractions and the realiza- 
tions associated to them. While this is not done in the present paper, the 
content of these two sections can be put together to analyse the general case. 
This is related to constructing a global basis made up basically of sets of 
orthogonal polynomials. 
Finally, in Section 10, all this is put together to obtain error bounds for 
model reduction through the truncation of balanced realizations. 
2. POLYNOMIAL MODELS 
Polynomial and rational models provide the main tool in the whole paper. 
We proceed to give the basic definitions. Necessarily the exposition is brief, 
and it is suggested that the interested reader consult such other papers as 
Fuhrmann (1976, 1977, 1981a,b, 1983, 1984) and Helmke and Fuhrmann 
(1989). 
Throughout the paper we will denote by F an arbitrary commutative field. 
It might be identified later with the real number field R. By F[z] we denote 
the ring of polynomials over F; by F(( z -I)), th e set of truncated Laurent series 
in z-l , i.e. the set of all formal series of the form CyL _Jjzj, nfe Z. F(( 2-l)) 
is a vector space over F as well as a field. It contains the field of F(z) of 
rational functions as a subfield. By F[[z-‘I] and z-‘F[[ z-‘I] we denote the set 
of all formal power series in z- ’ and the set of those power series with 
vanishing constant term, respectively. Let r+ and r_ be the projections of 
F(( z- ‘)) onto F[ z ] and z -‘F[[z-‘I] respectively. Since F((z-‘)) = F[z] @ 
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z-‘F[[ z-‘I], they are complementary projections. Also, z-‘F[[ z- ‘I] is isomor- 
phic to F((z-l))/F[ ] h‘ h z , w lc is an F[ z]-module with the module action given 
by 
Similarly we define 
z * h = S-h = ?r_zh. (1) 
s+_f = zf for ~EF[ z]. (2) 
Given a manic polynomial 9 of degree n, we define a projection aq in F[ Z] by 
x,f = q*-q-‘f for ~EF[ z]. 
We define the polynomial model associated with 9 to be the space 
X, = Im ?rV. 
(3) 
endowed with the module structure, over the ring F[z], induced by the shift 
map defined through 
z *f= Sqf= 7r,S+f for fEX,. 
To get an understanding of the projection xq, note that it simply takes the 
remainder of f modulo the polynomial 9. In fact, given any f in F[z], we can 
write f = aq + r, and this representation is unique if deg r < deg q. To 
isolate the remainder r we proceed by dividing the previous equality by 9, 
i.e., fq-’ = a + r9-l. Now a is in F[z], whereas rq-l, since deg r < deg q, 
is in Z- ‘F[[ z- ‘11, so applying the projection * _, we have r _ q- ‘f = rq4- ’ and 
r = q?r_q- 'f. The advantage of this circuitious route to the remainder r is in 
the ease with which it generalizes to the multivariable case. 
Analogously we define the rational model to be the space 
X4 = Im 7rq. (6) 
where 1rq is the projection in z-~F[[z-‘]] defined by 
7rQh = x-q-‘x+qh for hEz_‘F[[z-‘I]. (7) 
X4 is a submodule of Z- ‘F[[ z- ‘]I with the module structure given by 
sqh = S-h for hEX4. (8) 
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We illustrate the last definition through a simple example. Let 9(z) = (z 
- CY)(Z - /3) and let h(z) = I/Z. Then 
(2 - + -P) ?r~h=*_(Z-a)-1(z-/3-1a+ z 
=+-a)-‘(z-/3-‘[z- (a+@)] 
a 1 P I =_--- 
cr-@z-o o-pP$ 
The two models X, and Xg associated with the polynomial 9 are isomor- 
phic, the isomorphism given by the map p, : X4 + X, defined by 
p,h = 9h for heX4, (9) 
i e we have p S9 = S p . . .1 
A map 2 L X, ctmmutes with S, if and only if 2 = p(S,) for some 
polynomial p E F[ z] and p( Sq) is invertible if and only if p and 9 are coprime. 
We define a pairing of elements of F(( z-l)) as follows: for 
and 
let 
Clearly, since both series are truncated, the sum in (10) is well defined. In 
terms of this pairing we can make the following identification (see Fuhrmann, 
1981). The dual of F[ Z] as a linear space is z-‘F[[ z-‘I]. Now, given a nonzero 
polynomial 9. the module X, is isomorphic to F[ z]/qF[ z]. If, for a subset M 
of F(( z- ‘)), we define M 1 by 
geF((z-‘))l[f, g] = OforallfeM 
I 
, (1’) 
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then in particular F[ z] 1 = F[z] and (~F[z])~ = X9. Since in general (X/M)* 
=MI , we have 
X; = (F[z]/qF[z])* = [~F[z]]~= X4. (12) 
But in turn we have X9 = X,, and so X$ can be identified with X,. This can 
be made more concrete through the use of the bilinear form 
(_fT d = [9-Y. g] * (13) 
Relative to this bilinear form we have the important relation 
s; = s,, (14) 
so that S, is self-adjoint. 
Let X be a finite dimensional vector space over the held F, and let X * be 
its dual space under the pairing ( , ). Let {e,, . . . , e,} be a basis for X; then 
the set of vectors {fi, . . . , f,,} in X* is called the dual basis if 
(ei,fj) = 6ij, 1 <i,j<n. (15) 
Let X, be the polynomial model associated with the polynomial 9(z) = z” 
+ qn4zn-l + *** +90. The elements of X, are all polynomials of degree 
< n - 1. We consider the following very natural bases in X,. The subset of 
X, given by B,, = {fi, . . . , f,}, where 
A(z) = zi-l, i = l)..., 11, (16) 
is a basis for X,. We will refer to this as the standard basis. 
Given the polynomial 9 as above, we define 
ei( 2.) = *+Z-‘9 = 9i + 9i+lz + *. * +z”, i= l,...,n, (17) 
and call the set B,, = {el, . . . , e,} the control basis of X,. 
The important fact about this pair of bases is that relative to the bilinear 
form ( , ) of Equation (13) the standard and control bases are dual to each 
other. In particular, since Sz = S,, we have p(S,)* = p(S,*) = p(S,), and SO 
p( S9) is a self-adjoint operator in the indefinite metric ( , ). Thus the matrix 
representation of p(S,) relative to any dual pair of bases is symmetric. 
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The following theorem summarizes the most important properties of linear 
maps that commute with S,. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let q be a manic polynomial of degree n, and let S, : X, -+ 
X, be defined by Equation (5). Then: 
(i) The map S, is cyclic. 
(ii) Let Z, : X, + X, be any map commuting with S,, i.e. a map satisfying 
zs, = s,z. (18) 
Then there exists a unique polynomial of degree < n such that 
z = P(SJ. (19) 
(iii) Let r be the g.c.d. of p and q, i.e., p = r-p1 and q = rq, with pl, q1 
coprime. Then 
Kerp(Sy) =~1% (20) 
Im p(S,) = rXx,,. (21) 
(iv) The map p( Se) is inuertible if and only if p and q are coprime. 
(v) If p and q are coprime, let a, b E F[ z ] be solutions of the Bezout equation 
p(z)a(z) + q(z)b(z) = 1. (22) 
Then the inverse of p(S,) is a( S4). The polynomial a is uniquely determined 
provided we require that the condition deg a < deg q be satisfied. 
Proof. We prove only (v). From (22) it follows that 
P(Sg)a(S,) + B(%)q(SJ = I, 
and as q(S,) = 0 we have 
(23) 
(24 P( Sq)a( Sy) = 1. 
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Note that the polynomials 
the Euclidean algorithm. 
We note, for later use, 




c, = [s,]:; = 
0 . . . 0 -40 
1 -41 
. 1 -aI-1, 
(25) 
1: -40 0  -41 1 *-* . -4n-1 1 I ’ (26) 
i.e., we obtain the companion matrices as matrix representations. 
Given a proper rational function 4 = n/d, the associated realization is 
constructed as follows. We choose X, as the state space and define (A, B, C, D) 
through 
A = Sd, 
Bf = nt for {ER, 
Cf= (d-‘f)_, for feXd, 
D = ?r+d. 
(27) 
The realization of r$ is minimal, by the coprimeness of n and d. 
We can rewrite this realization using the rational model rather than the 
polynomial one. Thus the state space is chosen as Xd, and (A, B, C, D) is 
defined through 
A = Sd, 
Bt = ;E, 
Cf= (f)-1= (zf)(=J) 
D = 4(m). 
for fEXd, 
(28) 
It is this realization that we use as a basis for obtaining a balanced realization. 
We will find the following representation of use. 
for C;ER, 
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LEMMA 2.1. lf d is a nonsingular polynomial matrix, then there exists an 
observable pair, unique up to &morphism, such that 
Xd= {d(z)C(sI-A)-+F’j. 
3. HANKEL OPERATORS 
We will study Hankel operators defined on half plane Hardy spaces, rather 
than on those of the unit disc as was done by Adamjan, Arov, and Krein 
(1971). In this we follow the choice of Clover (1984). It seems to be a very 
convenient one in that all results on duality simplify significantly, due to the 
greater symmetry between the two half planes than between the unit disc and 
its exterior. 
The setting is the Hardy spaces. Thus Hz is the Hilbert space of all 
analytic functions in the open right half plane with 
The space Hf is similarly defined in the open left half plane. A theorem of 
Fatou guarantees the existence of boundary values of Hz-functions on the 
imaginary axis. Thus Ht can be considered as closed subspaces of L’(iR), the 
space of Lebesgue square integrable functions on the imaginary axis. It follows 
from the Fourier-Plancherel and Paley-Wiener theorems that 
with Hz and H! the Fourier-Plancherel transforms of L’(O, 00) and L2( - 00, 0) 
respectively. Also Hy and HY will denote the spaces of bounded analytic 
functions on the open right and left half planes respectively. We will define 
f*(s) = f(-i)*. Th ese spaces can be considered as subspaces of L”‘(iR), the 
space of Lebesgue measurable and essentially bounded functions on the 
imaginary axis. An extensive discussion of these spaces can be found in 
Hoffman (1962), Duren (1970), and Garnett (1981). 
We proceed to define Hankel operators, and we do this directly in the 
frequency domain. Readers interested in the time domain definition and the 
details of the transformation into the frequency domain are referred to 
Fuhrmann (1981) and Glover (1984). 
In the algebraic theory of Hankel operators the kernel and image of a 
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Hankel operator are directly related to the coprime factorization of the symbol 
over the ring of polynomials. The details can be found for example in 
Fuhrmann (1983). In the same way the kernel and image of a large class of 
Hankel operators are related to a coprime factorization over H”. This theme, 
originating in the work of Douglas, Shapiro, and Shields (1971) and that of D. 
N. Clark (see Helton, 1974), is developed extensively in Fuhrmann (1981). Of 
course, if the symbol of the Hankel operator is rational and in H”, these two 
coprime factorizations are easily related. 
Thus assume r#~ = n/d E H? and n A d = 1. So our assumption is that d is 
antistable. In spite of the slight ambiguity, we will write n = deg d. It will 
always be clear from the context what n means. This leads to 
Thus 
with 
n n d* 
+=z=cl+z 




is a coprime factorization in Hy. 
We proceed to define Hankel operators. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Given a function 4 E L-((R), the Hankel operator 
H+: Ht-* Ht is defined by 
H+f = P-(M) for f~Hf. (29) 
The adjoint operator (H,&* : Hz+ Hf is given by 
(H+)*f= P+(+*f) for f~ H!. (30) 
Here 4*(z) = +( -2). 
THEOREM 3.1. 
1. For every $EHT the Hankel operator H+ satisfies the functional 
equation 
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2. Ker H4 is an invariant subspace, i.e., for f E Ker H+ and # E HT we 
have $f E Ker H+. 
It follows from a theorem of Beurling (1949) that Ker H,+ = mHt for some 
inner function m E HT. Since we are dealing with the rational case, the next 
theorem can make this more specific; it characterizes the kernel and image of 
a Hankel operator and also clarifies the connection between them and polyno- 
mial and rational models. A closely related derivation can be found in Young 
(1983) and Lindquist and Picci (1985). 
THEOREM 3.2. LetQ=n/dEHyandn/\d=l.Then 
1. Ker H+ = $H& 
Proof. { Ker H+,} 1 contains only rational functions. Let f = p/q E 
{(d/d*)H:}l; th en d*p/dq E HT. So q I d*p. But, as p A q = 1, it follows 
that q I d*, i.e. d* = qr. Hence f = rp/d*EXd*. 
Conversely, let p/d* E Xd*. Then 
P pd d* P -= -- -- 
d* d d*’ Or d d* 
So we have p/d*E{(d/d*)Hz}l. 
EH2, 
H 
The previous theorem, though elementary, is central to all further develop- 
ment, as it provides the direct link between an infinite dimensional object, 
namely the Hankel operator, and the well developed theory of polynomial and 
rational models. This link will be continually exploited. 
It is quite well known (see Gohberg and Krein, 1969) that singular values 
of operators are closely related to the problem of best approximation by 
operators of finite rank. That this basic method could be applied to the 
approximation of Hankel operators by Hankel operators of lower ranks through 
the detailed analysis of singular values and the corresponding Schmidt pairs is 
a fundamental contribution of Adamjan, Arov, and Krein. 
We recall that, given a bounded operator A on a Hilbert space, u is a 
singular value of A if there exists a nonzero vector f such that 
A*Af = u”f. 
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Rather than solve the 
the equivalent system 
previous equation, we let g = (l/u) Af and go over to 
Af= ag, 
A*g = of, 
i.e., u is a singular value of both A and A*. 
The analysis of Schmidt pairs of Hankel operators goes back to Adamjan, 
Arov, and Krein (1971). Here, for the rational case, we present an algebraic 
derivation of some of their results. 
We proceed to compute the singular vectors of the Hankel operator H,. In 
view of the preceeding remarks, we have to solve 
H,+f = ag, 
H,*g = of, 
or 
p^ P-i; d = u-, 
P = u-. 
d* 
This means there exist polynomials A and 5 such that 
n P 5 * -- =a-+----, 
d d* d d* 
n*1; p E -- =a-+-. 
d* d d* d 
These equations can be rewritten as polynomial equations 
np = ud*fi + d?r, 
n*$ = udp + d*t. 
(32) 
(33) 
REMARK 3.1. Equation (32), considered as an equation modulo the poly- 
nomial d, is not an eigenvalue equation, as there are too many unknowns. 
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More specifically, we have to find the coefficients of both p and 6. To 
overcome this difficulty we study in more detail the structure of Schmidt pairs 
of Hankel operators. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let ( p/d*, fi/d} and {q/d*, G/d} be two Schmidt pairs of 
the Hankel operator H,,,,, corresponding to the same singular value a. Then 
P 4 -=_ 
fi G 
i.e., this ratio is independent of the Schmidt pair-. 
Proof. The polynomials p, fi correspond to one Schmidt pair; let the 
polynomials q, Q correspond to another Schmidt pair, i.e. 
e 
nq = ad*q + dp, 
n*G = adq + d*q. 
Now, from Equations (32) and (35) we get 
0 = ud( pq^ - qfi) + d*(Es^ 
Since d and d* are coprime, it follows that 
hand, from Equations (32) and (34), we get 




d* I pq^ - qfi. On the other 
- PP), 
and hence that d I fiq - tp. Now both d and d* divide fiq - Gp, and, as 
deg( fiq - (ip) < deg d + deg d*, it follows that 





i.e. p/j? is independent of the particular Schmidt pair associated with the 
singular value (I. n 
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LEMMA 3.2. Let { p/d*, 1; /d} be a Schmidt pair associated with the 
singular value a. Then p / j? is unimodular or all pass. 
Proof. Going back to Equation (33) and the dual of (32), we have 
n*fi = adp + d*f , 
n*p* = ud( a)* + d*?r*. 
It follows that 
0 = ad[ pp* - a( a)*] + d*(tp* - x*5), 
and hence d* I pp* - s( $)*. By symmetry also d I pp* - fi( $)*, and so 
necessarily 
PP* - C( q* = 0. 
This can be rewritten as 
Pp*=1 
1; (13)* ’ 
i.e., p/j? is all pass. n 
We will say that a pair of polynomials ( p, fi), with deg p, deg fi < deg d, is 
a solution pair if there exist polynomials ?r and l such that Equations (32) and 
(33) are satisfied. 
The next lemma characterizes all solution pairs. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let a be a singular value of the Hankel operator Hnld. Then 
there exists a unique (up to a constant factor) solution pair ( p, fi) of minimal 
degree. The set of all solutions pairs is given by { (9, 4) 1 9 = pa, (i = $a, 
deg a < deg 9 - deg p}. 
Proof. Clearly, if u is a singular value of the Hankel operator, then a 
nonzero solution pair ( p, fi) of minimal degree exists. Let (9, (i) be any other 
solution pair with deg 9, deg 6 < deg d. By the division rule for polynomials, 
9 = ap + r with deg r < deg p. Similarly, $ = i;fi + r^ with deg i < deg fi. 
From Equation (32) we get 
n(ap) = od*(afi) + d(a?r), (36) 
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whereas Equation (34) yields 
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n(ap + ?-) = ad*@? + “) + d(r). 
By substraction we obtain 
(37) 
nr = ad*[(” - u)1; + “1 + d(‘- UT). 
Similarly, from Equation (33) we get 
(38) 
n*(f?j? + “) = ad(ap + r) + d*5, 
whereas Equation (33) yields 
(39) 
n*( afi) = (rd( up) + d*( ut). 
Subtracting the two gives 
(40) 
n*[(” - u)j? + “1 = a& + d*(q - UE). (41) 
Equations (38) and (41) imply that {r/d*, [( a^ - a) fi + ?]/d} is a u-Schmidt 
pair. Since necessarily deg r = deg[(ii - a)$ + ?I, we get a^ = a. Finally, 
since we assumed ( p, 6) to be of minimal degree, we must have r = i = 0. 
Conversely, if a is any polynomial with deg a < deg d - deg p, then from 
Equations (32) and (33) it follows by multiplication that (pa, $a) is also a 
solution pair. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Let p, q be coprime polynomials with real coeffkients such 
that p/q is all puss. Then q = f p*. 
Proof. Since p/q is all pass, it follows that 
P P* --_=I 
qq* ’ 
or pp* = qq*. As p and q are coprime, it follows that p 1 q* and hence 
q* = *p. n 
In the general case we have the following. 
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LEMMA 3.5. Let p, q be polynomials with real coeffmients such that 
p A q = 1 and p/q is all pass. Then, with r = p A fi, we have . 
p = r-s, 
I; = 1-r-s*. 
Proof. Write p = rs, 5 = r-2. Then s A s^ = 1, and s/Z is all pass. The 
result follows by applying the previous lemma. W 
The next theorem is of central importance in that it reduces the analysis to 
one polynomial. Thus we get an equation which is easily reduced to an 
eigenvalue problem. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let u be a singular value of Hs,, and let ( p, 8) be a 
nonzero, minimal degree solution pair of Equations (32) and (33). Then p is a 
solution of 
np = Xd*p* + da, (42) 
with X real and ) XJ = a. 
Proof. Let ( p, 6) be a nonzero, minimal degree solution pair of Equa- 
tions (32) and (33). By taking their adjoints we can easily see that ($*, p*) is 
also a nonzero, minimal degree solution pair. By the uniqueness of such a 
solution, i.e. by Lemma 3.3, we have 
j?* = ep. 
Since s/p is all pass and both polynomials are real, we have e = + 1. Let us 
put X = EU; then (43) can be rewritten as 
and so (42) follows from (32). W 
REMARK 3.2. We will refer to Equation (42) as the fundamental polyno- 
mial equation. It will be the source of all future derivations. 
COROLLARY 3. I. Let ui be a singular value of H@, and let pi be the 
minimal degree solution of the fundamental polynomial equation, i.e. 
npi = X,d*pT + da. I* 
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Then: 
1. We have 
deg pi = deg pi” = deg r~i. 
2. Putting pi(z) = ~yzdp~,~zj and ?T~(z) = Cjn_;Ti,jz? we have the 
equality 
?Ti,n-l = ‘iPi,“-1. (44) 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let p be a minimal degree solution of Equation (42). 
Then: 
1. The set of all singular vectors of the Hankel operator Hnld correspond- 






2. The multiplicity of u = (1 H,,, (( as a singular value of H+ is equal to 
m = deg d - deg p, where p is the minimum degree solution of (42). 
3. There exists a constant c such that c + n/d is a constant multiple of an 
antistable all-pass function if and only if ul = * * * = a,,. 
Proof. We will prove part 3 only. Assume all singular values are equal to 
u. Thus the multiplicity of u is deg d. Hence the minimal degree solution p of 
(42) is a constant and so is a. Putting c = - ?r / p, then (42) can be rewritten 
as 
d* * P 
i+c=h- 
dp ’ 
and this is a multiple of an antistable all-pass function. 
Conversely assume, without loss of generality, that n/d + c is antistable 
all pass. Then the induced Hankel operator is isometric, and all its singular 
values are equal to 1. n 
Part 3 of the corollary is due to Glover (1984). 
The fundamental polynomial equation is easily reduced to either a general- 
ized eigenvalue equation or a regular eigenvalue equation. There are several 
reductions of this kind in the literature-e.g. Kung (1980); Harshavardhana, 
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Jonckheere, and Silverman (1984). The one proposed here is simple and uses 
polynomial models. 
Starting from (42), we apply the standard functional calculus and the fact 
that d(SJ = 0, i.e. the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, to obtain 
n( Sd) pi = h,d*( Sd) p:. (45) 
Now d, d* are coprime, as d is antistable and d* is stable. Thus, by Theorem 
2.1, d*(SJ is invertible. In fact the inverse of d*(S,) is easily computed 
through the solution of the Bezout equation 
a(z)d(z) + b(z)d*(z) = 1, 
with deg a, deg b < deg d. In this case the polynomials a and b are uniquely 
determined, which by virtue of symmetry forces the equality LZ = b*. Hence 
b*(z)d(z) + b(z)d*(z) = 1. (46) 
From this we get b( S,)d*( Sd) = I, or 
d*(S&‘= b&J. 
Because of the symmetry in the Bezout equation (46), we expect that some 
reduction in the computational complexity should be possible. This indeed 
turns out to be the case. 
Given an arbitrary polynomial f, we let 
f+(z2) = f(z) +f*H 
2 ’ 
f_(z2) = f(z) -f*M 
22 
The Bezout equation can be rewritten as 
[b+(2) - zb_(z”)][d+(z”) + zd_(z’)] 
+[b+(z2) + zb_(z”)][d+(z”) - zd_(z2)]= 1, 
(47) 
or 
2[ b+( z2)d+( z”) - z2b_( z”)d_( z”)] = 1. 
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We can of course solve the lower degree Bezout equation 
2[ b+( z)d+( 2) - zb_( z)d_( z)] = I. 
This is possible because, by the assumption that d is antistable, d, and zd_ 
are coprime. Putting b(z) = b+(z’) + zb_(z’), we get a solution to the 
Bezout equation (46). 
Going back to Equation (45), we have 
To simplify, we let r = 7rd(bn) = bn mod d. Then (48) is equivalent to 
‘(Sd)Pi = hip:. (49) 
If K : X, + X, is given by Kp = p*, then (49) is equivalent to the generalized 
eigenvalue equation 
r( Sd) pi = XiKp,. 
Since K is obviously invertible and K- ’ = K, the last equation transforms into 
the regular eigenvalue equation 
Kr(Sd)pi = hipi. 
To get a matrix equation one can take the matrix representation with respect 
to any choice of basis in X,. 
COROLLARY 3.3. i’f p/d* is a strictly outer u-Schmidt vector, i.e. with p 
stable, then it is unique up to a sign. 
Proof. Suppose p/d*, 9/d* are strictly outer u-Schmidt vectors. This 
means p and 9 are both stable. Since 
P 9 -=- 
P* 9*’ 
it follows that pq* = 9p* and hence p 19 1 p, which implies p = f9. n 
For the proof of Nehari’s theorem we need the following. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let u = 1) H+ I). Then there exists an outer u-singular vector. 
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Proof. Let f be a u-singular vector, i.e. )( k&f (1 = u 11 f 11. Let f = 0F be 
an inner-outer factorization of f (see Hoffman, 1962). Then, using Theorem 
3.1, 
IW,JI * IIFII = II&II * Ilfll = II&fII = llftPll = lIP-@P-+FI 
= IIf’-@&FII G IW+FIl G lIH,lI * IIFII. 
Therefore we must have equality throughout. This means that also F = p/d* 
is a u-singular vector. a 
In the rational case this result can be strengthened. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let 4 = n/d E HY with d antistable, d and n coprime. Let 
u = II H,+II. Then there exists a u-Schmidt function p/d* with p stable, i.e., this 
outer function has no zeros on the imaginary axis. 
Proof. Let p/d* be any outer u-Schmidt function. Thus 
np = ud*fi + dn. 
Let r = p A 1;. Thus r has all its zeros on the imaginary axis. From the 
previous equation we get, with p = rt, j? = + rt* and putting X = EU, 
nrt = Xd*rt* + dr. 
This implies r I ?r. Therefore we get 
nt = Xd*t* + da’, 
with t stable. n 
We are ready to give now a simple proof of Nehari’s theorem in our 
rational context. 
THEOREM 3.4 (Nehari). Given a rational function 4 = n/d E H? and 
nr\d = 1. Then 
01 = II &II = infll4 - 911mr 9~H7!, 
and this infimum is attained on a unique function 9 = 4 - u1 g/f, where {f, g} 
is an arbitrary q-Schmidt pair of H+,. 
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Proof Let ur = 11 H.+ 11. It follows from Equation (29) that the fact that for 
9~ Hy we have Hq = 0 that 
01 = lIHJl = IIf&, - Hqll = IFI-,ll G 114 - 911m, 
and so ul < infqeay II d - 9 l103. 
To complete the proof we will show there exists a 9 E Hy for which 
equality holds. 
We saw, in Lemma 3.7, that for IJ~ = 1) H+II there exists a stable solution 
PI of 
np, = Xd*pf + d?r,. 
Dividing this equation by dpl, we get 
n “1 x d*pf ---= - 
d Pl ’ dP1 ’ 
So, with 9 = 7~~ /pl = n/d - A,d*pf/dp, E H”, we get 
II+ - 9Ilcr, = 01 = IIH~II. n 
For simplicity of exposition we will make now, for most of the rest of the 
paper, the following genericity assumption. 
ASSUMPTION 3.1. For 4 = n/d E H?' the singular values of Hnld are all 
simple. 
We conclude this section with a brief study of some problems related to 
Hankel operators and the polynomial methods we have developed. 
3.1. Signed Singular Values 
Given our definition of Hankel operators, it is impossible to use self-ad- 
jointness, as we deal with a map between two different Hilbert spaces. There 
is however an easy way to relate a Hankel operator to a self-adjoint operator, 
and we will exploit this. 
To this end we define the map J : L’(iR) + L’(iR) by 
J!(z) =f*(z) = f(-q. (50) 
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Clearly this is a unitary map in L2(iR), and it satisfies JH:= Hz. This map is 
related to Hankel operators through 
LEMMA 3.8. Let H@ be a Hankel operator and J as above. Then: 
1. We have 
2. We have 
JP_= P+.l. 
JH+ = Hz] 1 Ht. 
(51) 
3. 1f {f, g} is a Schmidt pair of H+, then (]f, Jg} is a Schmidt pair of Hz. 
4. Let 0 > 0. 
(a) The map 6: HI+ H: defined by 
is a bounded linear operator in Hf. 
(b) Ker( H*H - a21) is an invariant subspace for 6. 
(c) The map U: Ker( H*H - ~‘1) + Ker( H*H - a21) defined by 
satisfies 








K,= Kz= K2 3z’ 
So K * are orthogonal projections and 
Ker( I - U) = Im K,, 
Ker( I + U) = Im K_, 
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and 
Also 
Ker( H*H - 0’1) = Im K+@ Im K_. 
u = K,- K_, 
which is the spectral decomposition of U, i. e., U is a signature operator. 
Proof. 1: Obvious. 
2: We compute 
JHf = JP-4f = P+J( 4Jf) = p++*Jf = H$(Jf). 
3: Let {f, g} be a Schmidt pair of H+. From 
H+_f = ag, 
H,$g = uf 
we get 
a.lg = J&f = H$Jf. 
The other equation is proved analogously. 
4(a): Obvious. 
(b): Let f E Ker( If*H - 0’1). Then 
(H*H - o’l);JHf = ;H*HJHf - uJHf 
= ;JHH*Hf - aJHf = ;JHa’f - uJHf = 0. 
(c): To see that U is unitary let feKer( H*H - ~‘1). This means that 
II Hf II = a II f II. Then 
IIUfII = ;ll”*Jfll = ;llJHfll = fnHfll = Ilfll. 
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So U is isometric, i.e., U*U = 1. clearly U2 = I, for, given fE Ker(H*H - 
a2Z), we have 
tJ2f = ;n*, ;H*,f = -$H*]H*]f 
i 1 
= f$g'lrlHf = $H*Hf =f. H 
The following result is due to Ober (1989), who used canonical forms for 
balanced realizations. Similar reasoning to the following proof has been used 
in Fuhrmann (1975). 
THEOREM 3.5. Let a be a singular value of the Hankel operator H+, let J 
be defined by (SO), and let p be the minimal degree solution of (42). Assume 
deg d = n and deg p = m. Zf E = x/a, then 
dimKer(H+-AJ) = [n-y’1], 
dimKer(H+ + XJ) = [y]. 
(52) 
Also 
dim Ker H$H, - a21 = n - m, 
( 1 (53) 
dim Ker( H,+ - XJ) - dimKer( H+ + XJ) = [;I 1 z z sy.’ (54) 
Proof. We put k = n - m. Then {( p/d*)zi 1 i = 1,. . . , k} is a basis for 
Ker( H$H+ - a2Z). From (42) we get 
n( zi) p = (- l)‘Xd*( zip)* + d( zir). 
It follows that 
Zip 
I 
Ker( ZZ+ - XJ) for i even, 
d*E Ker( H+, + XJ) for i odd. 
n w 
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3.2. Hamiltonian Structure 
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We turn now to a short study of some connections between singular value 
computations and Hamiltonian structure. Starting from Equation (42) and its 
dual. i.e. from 
np, = Xid*pT + dri, 
n*p: = Aidpi + d*r*i> 
we get 
X.d .+ d*a* 
npi = Aid* ’ ” 
n* 
’ + dTi, 
which leads to 
or 
and 
( XTdd* - nn* ) pi = - [ Ai( d*)‘rr + n*dri], 
Pi = - 
Ai( d*)‘?rf + n*dai 
A;dd* - nn* 
=- 
nn* ’ 




( d/d*)n*?ri + hid*?rf 
A:dd* - nn* ’ (56) 
THEOREM 3.6. Let 4 = n/de H? and nA d = 1. Then ~7 is a singular 
value of H+ if and only if there exists a polynomial u, of degree < n - 1, such 
that 
d 
-n*ui + hid*aT = 0 mod cri2dd* - nn*. 
d* (57) 
If the condition (57) is satisfied, the corresponding singular vectors are given by 
Ff9. 
The polynomial !l = ui2dd* - nn* is Hamiltonian symmetric polynomial, 
i.e., it satisfies 0 = Q*. Similarly, ui2 - nn*/dd* is a Hamiltonian symmetric 
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transfer function. This observation leads to an interesting appearance of 
Hamiltonian maps in this problem. This connection is summed up in the 
following. 
THEOREM 3.7. Let 4(z) = C( ZI - A)-‘B be in RHm(K), with (A, B, C) 
a minimal realization of 4. Let F,, be the Hamiltonian matrix 
F, = 
Then u is a singular value of H+ if and only if 
det [ m( F,)],, = 0, 
where m = d/d*. 
The connection was first pointed and proved in a special case by Zhou and 
Khargonekar (1987) and in the general case by Lypchuk, Smith, and Tannen- 
baum (1988), who showed that the conjectured matrix of Zhou and Khar- 
gonekar [1987] is equivalent to that given in Foias and Tannenbaum (1987). 
Another proof is given in Smith [1989]. For a treatment in the spirit of this 
paper see Fuhrmann [1990]. 
3.3. Application to Nevanlinna-Pick Interpolation 
We discuss now briefly the connection between Nehari’s theorem in the 
rational case and the finite Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem. 
To begin we describe the interpolation problem. 
DEFINITION 3.2. Given points XI, . . . , X, in the open right half plane and 
complex numbers cr, . . . , c,, then $ E Hy is a Nevanlinna-Pick interpolant if 
it is a function of minimum Hy norm that satisfies 
G(&) = ci> i = l;*., n. (58) 
We define the polynomial d by 
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Clearly d is antistable and d* stable. We construct now one Hy interpolant. 
Let n be the unique polynomial, with deg n < deg d, that satisfies the 
following interpolation constraints: 
n( Ai) = d*( &)ci, i= l,...,n. (59) 
This interpolant can be easily constructed by Lagrange interpolation or any 
other equivalent method. We note that as d* is stable d*(h) # 0 for i = 
1 >..., n and n/d* E Hy. Moreover Equation (59) implies 
+J 
d*o = Q’ i= l,...,n, 
i.e., n/d* is an Hy interpolant. 
Any other interpolant is of the form n/d* - (d/d*)8 for some 8 E HT. 
To find infOeq II n/d* - (d/d*)0 IloD is equivalent, d/d* being inner, to 
finding infOe- 11 n/d - B 11 a. H owever this is just the content of Nehari’s 
theorem and 
Moreover the minimizing function is 
d*r$ e=5=i_h,__. 
Pl 41 




Thus we can state: 
THEOREM 3.8. Given the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolation problem of Dejhi- 
tion 3.2, let d(z) = lT;=,( z - A,), and let n be the minimal degree polynomial 
satisfying the interpoluticm constraints 
n(h) = d*( xi)+ 
160 
Let p, be the minimal degree solution of 
np, = Xld*pT 
corresponding to the largest singular value 
polant is given by 
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+ dn, 
ul. Then the Nevanlinna-Pick inter- 
++“. 
Pl 
That the optimal Nevanlinna-Pick interpolant is a multiple of a Blaschke 
product is classical and probably goes back to the pioneering and extraordi- 
nary work of Schur (1917, 1918). In this connection see Nikolskii (1985) and 
Delsarte, Genin, and Kamp (1981). The interesting, probably already known 
insight in this version of the result is, in view of Lemma 3.3, the connection 
between the (McMillan) degree of the Nevanlinna-Pick interpolant and the 
multiplicity of u1 as a singular value. 
3.4. Connection with Geometric Control Theory 
Controlled and conditioned invariant subspaces, introduced and studied by 
Basile and Marro (1969) and by Wonham and Morse (1970), have played a 
prominent role in the development of system theory and the solution of 
control design problems. In this connection see Wonham (1974) and Schu- 
macher (1982). 
The following lemmas relate spaces of singular vectors to geometric 
control objects. In view of the work of Ball and Helton (1989) this possibly 
opens up another way of studying fractional linear representations. However, 
this theme will not be pursued further in this paper. 
Recall that, given the pair (C, A), a subspace V of the state space X is 
called a conditioned invariant subspace if there exists a linear transformation 
H such that (A + HC)V C V, or equivalently that 
A(V fl Ker C) c V. (62) 
LEMMA~.~. Let @J = n/d E H? and n A d = 1, i.e., d is antistable. Let ai 
be a singular value of Hnld. Let ( A, B, C) be the shift realization of n/d 
constructed in Section 2. Then < = Ker( H,*I,H,,,, - ui21) is a conditioned 
invariant subspace of Xd. 
Proof. This follows from Theorem 3.6 in Fuhrmann [198la]. However, it 
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can be easily proved directly. Thus we have to show that 
A(%nKerC) C %. 
Now, for feXd, Cf= (d-‘f)_,, so if f = p/d*E q, we have f = piaid for 
some a. Therefore fe Ker C if and only if deg a < deg d - deg pi - 1. For 
such an f we have Sdf = zf = pi( za)/d E <. W 
LEMMA 3.10. Let 4 = n/dEH” and nr\d = 1, i.e., d is antistable. 
Assume the generic case, i. e., the singular values of Hnld are distinct. Let q be 
a singular value of Hnld. Let (A, B, C) be the shifi realization of n Id con- 
structed in Section 2. Then Wi = Cj _+ i Ker( Hz,d Hnld - q’l) is a controlled 
invariant subspace of Xd. 
Proof. Let f E q so f = C,+icj pT/d. Since { pr 1 j = 1, . . . , n} is a 
basis for Xd and since the coordinates of n in this basis are all nonzero (this 
will be proved in Section 8), clearly there exists a constant tr such that 
sdp - tfn = ccjpT. 
j#i 
As Q depends linearly on f, there exists a map K : Xd + R such that tf = Kf. 
Thus 
sdp - tfn = (A - BK)p. 
4. INVERSION 
In this section we discuss the relation between Hankel operators and 
compressions of multiplication operators. We discuss the invertibility proper- 
ties of compression operators and derive invertibility results for Hankel 
operators. A detailed account can be found in Fuhrmann [1981b]. 
To begin let m, 8 E HT with m an inner function. Let H(m) = ( rnHt ) 1 , 
and let T, : H(m) + H(m) be defined by 
Tef = PH(@f for f,H(m). 
Clearly, if 8 E HT, we have I] T, 11 < 118 IIoD. 
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REMARK 4.1. This class of operators is of extreme importance and plays a 
crucial role in the cornmutant lifting theorem. In this connection we refer to 
Sarason [1967], Sz.-Nagy and Foias [1970], and Fuhrmann [1981b]. 
The next theorem sums up duality properties of operators commuting with 
shifts. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let 8, m E Hy with m an inner function, and let T, be 
defined by 
TJ:= PHCm)Qf for f~ H( m). 
Then: 
1. Its adjoint Tg is given by 
T8f= P+0*f for _f,H(m). 
2. The operator r,,,: H(m) + H(m) defined by 
7J := mf* 
is unitary. 
3. The operators T 8* and Ta are unitarily equivalent. More specijkally we 
have 
Proof. 1: Let f, g E H(m). Then 
(Td g) = ( PHcmjQfT g) = (mP-m*Qf, g) 
= (P_m*Bf, m*g) = (m*@f, P_m*g) 
= (m*@f, m*g) = (Qf, g) = (f, Q*g) 
= (P+f, @*g) = (f> P+@*g) = (5 T4g). 
Here we have used the fact that g E H(m) if and only if m*g E Hf. 
2: Clearly the map r,,,, as a map in L’, is unitary. From the orthogonal 
direct sum decomposition 
L2 = HT@ H(m) (B mHT 
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it follows, by conjugation, that 
Hence m( H? 8 m*H!} = H(m). 
3: We compute 
Tf3Tmf = T@mf * = pH(m) Qmf * = mP_m*@mf* = mP_ Sf *. 
Now 
~,,,Tij = T,J P+0*f) = m( P+O*f)* = mP_Of*. n 
The following spectral mapping theorem has been proved in Fuhrmann 
(1968a). A vectorial generalization is given in Fuhrmann (1968b). This will be 
instrumental in the anaIysis of HankeI operators restricted to their cokernels. 
THEOREM 4.2 (Fuhrmann). Let 8, m E Hy with an inner function. The 
following statements are equivalent: 
1. The operator T, defined in (63) is invertible. 
2. There exists a 6 > 0 such that 
Fwl ++)I 2 I3 forallswithRes>O. 




In this case we have 
Proof. We will not give a proof, which can be found in Fuhrmann (1969, 
1981b). We remark only that by the Carleson corona theorem (Carleson, 
1962), the strong coprimeness condition of (64) is equivalent to the solvability 
of the Bezout equation (65) over H”. m 
THEOREM 4.3 (Adamjan, Arov, Krein). Let 4 = n/d E H?. Let the singu- 
lar values of H+ satisfy u1 > u2 >, - * * >, a,_, > u~_~+~ = * * * = o,,, i.e., a,, 
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is a singular value of multiplicity m. Let p be the minimum degree solution of 
(42) corresponding to a,,. Then p is antistable and of degree n - m. n 
We will say that two Hilbert space operators T : H, -+ H, and T’ : H, + H4 
are equivalent if there exist unitary operators U: H, --* H, and V : H, + H4 
such that 
VT = T’U. 
LEMMA 4.1. Let T : H, -+ H, and T’ : H, + H4 be equivalent. Then T and 
T’ have the same singular values. 
Proof. Let T*Tr = u’x. Since VT = T’U, it follows that 
U*T’*T’Ux = T*V*VTx = T*Tx = u’x. 
or 
T’*T’(Ux) = u”(Ux). W 
REMARK 4.2. If x is a singular vector of the operator T corresponding to 
the singular value u, i.e. T*Tx = u’x, then 
T-‘(T-l)*% = u-‘x, 
i.e., x is also a singular vector for (T-l)* corresponding to the singular value 
U-l. 
In view of this remark, it is of interest to compute [(He ) H(m))- ‘I*. Before 
proceeding with this, we compute the inverse of a related operator. This is a 
special case of Theorem 4.2 for the rationals. Note that, since ]]TG’]] = ail, 
there exists, by Sarason’s theorem, a 4 E Hy such that Tgl = TE and (I 4 I) oD = 
a; I. The next theorem provides this 5. For an algebraic analogue of the next 
two theorems we refer to Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989). 
THEOREM 4.4. Let 4 = n/dEHm. Let 0 = n/d*E HT. The operator Ts 
defined by Equation (63) is invertible, and its inverse given by TClla,p,lpz, 
where A,, is the last signed singular value of H, and p, is the minimal degree 
solution of 
np, = X,d*p,* + dn,. 
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Proof. From the previous equation we obtain the Bezout equation 
By Theorem 4.3 the polynomial p, is antistable, so p, /p,* E Hy. This, by 
Theorem 4.2, implies the result. n 
It is well known that stabilizing controllers are related to solutions of 
Bezout equations over H”. Thus we expect Equation (66) to lead to a 
stabilizing controller. The next corollary is a result of this type. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let C#J = n/d E HY. The controller k = p, / 7r” stabilizes 
4. If the multiplicity of a,, is m, there exists a stabilizing controller of degree 
n - m. 
Proof. Since p, is antistable, we get from (42) that np, - d?r, = X,d*p,* 
is stable. We compute 
This corollary is related to questions of robust control. For more on this 
see Glover (1986). 
THEOREM 4.5. Let 4 = n/dEHY. Let H: Xd*-‘Xd be defined by H = 
H+ J Xd*. Then 
1. H;’ : Xd + Xd* is given by 
2. (Hc’)*: Xd’ -+ Xd is given by 
( 1 
1 d* PX 
H;’ *f = ,dP+P,f. 
Proof. 1: Let m = d/d*, and let T be the map given by T = mH,,ld. 
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Thus we have the following commutative diagram: 
Now 
= PH(d/d*)$f = b*;f> 
i.e., T = TO, where 8 = n/d*. Now, from TO = mH,,,d we have, by Theorem 
4.4, 
So, for heXd, 
G’ = %lL)P”lP:. 
1 d 
=-- P_ %h. 
A,, d* P: (69) 
2: Equation (69) can be written also as 
Therefore, using Theorem 4.1, we have, for f E Xd*, 
( 1 H;’ *f=m* T ( Pl?.~P.lP’)* = 
COROLLARY 4.2. There exist polyn~md.~ ai, of degree < n - 2, such that 
& p,*pi - X, Pn P: = X,d*ai, i= l,...,n- 1. 
This holds also formally fm i = n with CY, = 0. 
Proof. Since 
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it follows that 
So, using Equation (68), we have 
i.e. 
ha Pi* p P,* Pi --= --. 
Xi d* + P, d* 
This implies, by partial fraction decomposition, the existence of polynomials 
OLi, i = 1,. . . , n, such that deg CQ < deg p, = n - 1, and 
Pt Pi &I Pl @i --_=--+- 
P, d* Xi d* p,’ 
i.e. 
Ai p,*pi - x,p,p,” = hid*ai. n (70) 
We saw, in Theorem 4.5, that for the Hankel operator He the map (Hi’)* 
is not a Hankel map. However, there is an equivalent Hankel map. We sum 
this up in the following. 
THEOREM 4.6. L+et4=n/dEHO). L.etH:Xd’+Xd bedej&dbyH= 
H+ 1 Xd*. Then: 
1. The operator (Hi ‘)* is equivalent to the Hankel operator Htl,)hjd.P.l+,z. 
2. -1 
a,-‘. 
The Hankel operator HC1,,,,d.p,ldpE has sing&r values ul < * * * < 
3. The Schmidt pairs Of H(,,,+.pn,dp, + are { pf/d*, pi/d}. 
Proof. We saw that 
Since multiplication by d*/d is a unitary map of Xd* onto X d, the operator 
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(II;,\)* has, by Lemma 4.1, the same singular values as T&~h)pn~p~. These are 
the same as those of the adjoint operator Tc,,Anj, lp*. However, the last 
operator is equivalent to the Hankel operator H~llL~&,~dp~. Indeed, 
This Hankel operator has singular values a; ’ < * - * < ai ‘, and its Schmidt 
pairs are { pf/d*, pi/d). Indeed, 
PT 
Hd”p.ldp: d* - = P_ 
d*p,gzp Pn PT 
dp,* d* -dp,*’ 
Now, from Equation (70) we get 
Xi 
p, pf = hp:pi - ;d*a,, 
n n 
or taking the dual of that equation, 
p,p: = %p:pi + dcr:. 
I 
SO 
P, Pi" An P,*Pi da? A~ Pi ffT 
-=--+dp,*=Xid+--$ 
dP: hi dP,* 
Hence 




= x, 2 ’ 
5. HANKEL APPROXIMANT SINGULAR VALUES 
n 
The following theorem extends the analysis (see Glover, 1984) of singular 
values of the Hankel approximant corresponding to the smallest singular value. 
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THEOREM 5.1. Let I$ = n/d E HO”, and let pi be the minimal degree 
solutions of 
npi = h,d*p: + d7ri. 
Consider r,,/p, = n/d - X,d*p,*/dp,. Then 
1. T,, / P, E HY, and H,J,~ has the singular values ai = 1 Xi 1, i = 
1 I..., n - 1. 
2. The q-Schmidt pairs of Hr,lp. are given by {q / pt, ~$1 p,}, where the 
(Y~ are given by 
Xi p; pi - A, p, p: = X,d*cq . 
3. Moreover. we have 
(71) 
ai Pi 
- = Pxp;--, 
P,* d* 
i. e., the singular vectors of Hx,lp. are projections of the singular vectors of Hnld 
onto Xpz the orthogonal complement of Ker Hxnlp, = ( p, / p,*) Ht. 
Proof. Rewrite Equation (70) as 
so 
xiTn Pi x2P*PT “n % 
P, d* 
-=Xi--. 
n P, d*p,* P” P,* 
Projecting on Hz, and recalling that p, is antistable, we get 
&et = p_3’. 
P, d* P, P,* 
So pi/d* - oi /p,* E Ker H,“,,“. This is also clear from 
Pi @-i ha Pn Pi --- 
d* P,* 
= -----~sHt= KerH, ,p 
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SO 
H pi=H Pi 
r.lPn &+ nld-Emd+P:ldpn$ - - H,,,d$ - hHd*p*,dp$ n 
= h,TfT- _ x p d*P,* Pi PZ An P,* Pi -- 
I d n - dp, d* = ‘id - ‘- dp, 
= & _ x, = x,E _ Xi p, p: - &d*cq 












Note that Equation (72) can be written as 
Pi _“i+222, x P P* 
d* - p,* Ai p,* d* 
Since pi/d* E H!f, this yields, projecting on X Pz = {( p, / p,*) Hf} L , 
Pi ai 
P,c-g = p,*’ w 
COROLLARY 5. I. There exist polynomials li of degree < n - 3 such that 
?rncYi - $p,*cYT = P”li, i= l,...,n- 1. 
6. ORTHOGONALITY RELATIONS 
We devote this section to the derivation of some polynomial identities out 
of the singular-value-singular-vector equations. We proceed to interpret these 
relations as orthogonality relations between singular vectors associated with 
different singular values. Furthermore the same equations provide useful 
orthogonal decompositions of singular vectors. 
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Equation (71), in fact more general relations, could be derived directly. 
This we proceed to do. Starting from the singular value equations, i.e. 
npi = X,d*pf + drj, 
npj = hjd*pT + d?r,, 
we get 
0 = d*(&prpj - Ajpip;) + d(qpj - ripi). (73) 
Since d and d* are coprime, there exist polynomials oij, of degree ,< n - 2, 
for which 
Xi p:pj - Ajpi pi* = daij (74) 
and 
rripj - rjpi = -d*aij. 
REMARK 6.1. We know that for a self-adjoint operator, eigenvectors 
corresponding to different eigenvalues are orthogonal. Thus, under the as- 
sumption a, # 5, we must have 
Pi Pj 
i I d*$ H:= 0. 
This orthogonality relation could be derived from the polynomial equations by 
contour integration in the complex plane. Indeed, Equation (74) could be 
rewritten as 
Pa+ Pj xj Pi PT aij 
-- - --- = -. 
d d* & d* d d* 
This equation can be integrated over the boundary of a half disc of radius R, 
centered at the origin, which lies in the right half plane. Since d* is stable, the 
integral on the right hand side is zero. A standard estimate, using the fact that 
deg ptpj < 2n - 2, leads, in the limit as R + a~, to 
This implies the orthogonality relation (75). 
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Equation (74) can be rewritten as 
However if we rewrite (74) as 
Xj pi pj* = hi p:pj - d ffij, 
then after conjugation we get 
Equating the two expressions leads to 
hj xj 
t ! 1 --- pip; = Kdaij + kd*afi. ‘jxi t J 
Putting j = i, we get 
CYii = 0. 
Otherwise we have 
pi p; = ~ (Xjdaij - hid*a$). 
I 3 
Conjugating this last equation and interchanging indices leads to 




Comparing the two expressions leads to 
r_Yji = -cYij. (78) 
We end by studying two special cases. For the case j = n we put 
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cq = (r$/X, to obtain 
xi p,*p, - A” p, p; = Xid*cYi, i = 1, 
Or 
hip:p, - A,, pip,* = &da:, i = 1, 
From Equation (73) it follows that 
r,,ppi - rip,, = hid*@, 
or, equivalently, 
?r,*pT - +p,* = Xidai, 
If we specialize now to the case i = 1, we obtain 
r”ppl - ?rl p, = AId*@, 
173 
,n - 1, (79 
,n- 1. PO) 
which, after dividing through by p, p, and conjugating, yields 
r,* TT da, ---= 
* A,--. 
P, P? PTP,* 
Similarly, starting from Equation (72) and putting i = 1, we get 
Al PTPi - &PI Pi = duli; 
putting also pi = A;‘cY,~ we get 
hl Pf Pi - &PI PT = xldPi> 







p, p? - x’ptp. = &+$” 
I 
Al ’ I . (85) 
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This is equivalent to 
PT Pr Xi Pf Pi -_=-+_--_. 
d* P, A, P, d* 
(86) 
We note that Equation (86) is nothing else but the orthogonal decomposition 
of pF/d* relative to Ht= X pi @ ( pr/pl)Ht. Therefore we have 
Notice that if we specialize Equation (80) to the case i = 1 and Equation 
(83) to the case i = n, we obtain the relation 
p, = cY;r. 
7. DUALITY IN HANKEL NORM APPROXIMATION 
In the present section we will shed some light on intrinsic duality proper- 
ties of problems of Hankel norm approximation and extensions. Results 
strongly suggesting an underlying duality have appeared before. In fact a 
comparison of Lemmas 9.1 and 9.4 in Glover’s paper suggests that one should 
be derivable from the other by some duality considerations. This in fact turns 
out to be the case, though the duality analysis is far from being obvious. In the 
process we will prove a result dual to Theorem 5.1. This extends in a sense 
Lemma 9.4 in Glover (1984). While this analysis, after leading to the form of 
the Schmidt pairs in Theorem 7.2, is not necessary for the proof, it is felt that 
it is of independent interest and its omission would leave all intuition out of 
the exposition. 
The analysis of duality can be summed up in the scheme shown in Figure 
1, which exhibits the relevant Hankel operators, their singular values, and the 
corresponding Schmidt pairs. 
We would like to analyse the truncation that corresponds to the largest 
singular value. To this end we invert (I) the Hankel operator Hnld and 
conjugate (C) it, i.e. take its adjoint, as in Theorem 4.5. This operation 
preserves Schmidt pairs and inverts singular values; however, the operator so 
obtained is not a Hankel operator. This we correct by replacing it with an 
equivalent Hankel operator (E). This preserves singular values but changes the 
Schmidt pairs. Thus ICE in Figure 1 stands for a sequence of these three 
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ICE 
(n - 1)th approx. 
1 
FIG. 1. 
operations. To the Hankel operator so obtained, i.e. to H~l,EhJd*p,ldp~, we 
apply Theorem 5.1, which leads to the Hankel operator H~l,~jd*a~,p~p*. This is 
done in Theorem 7.1. To this Hankel operator we apply again the se&ence of 
three operations ICE, and this leads to Theorem 7.2. 
We proceed to study this Hankel map. 
THEOREM 7.1. For the Hankel operator H(l~&jd*p,idpz the Hankel norm 
approximant corresponding to the least singular value, i.e. to a; ‘, is 
(llUd*%+-/pip,*. 
For the Hankel operator H~l,L,d~a~lpfp~ we have: 
I. Ker H(lj&)d%ffprp$ = !THf. 
I Pl 




3. The sing&r values of H~l,L,dfarlprpz are a;’ C * . - C an- ‘. 
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PT p: 4 PT Pi -=----- 
P, d* A, P, d* ’ 
Proof. By Theorem 4.6 the Schmidt pairs for Hll,,,jdep,ldpz are 
{ pT/d*, pi /d} . Therefore the best Hankel norm approximant associated with 
a;’ is, using also Equation (79), 
1 d*p, ----- 
X, dp,* 
1 d*pl ---- 
A, dpT 
1 d*(hpnpT - &P,P,*) =- 
h&l dpT P,* 
1 d*( X,daT) 
ZZ- 




1: Let f~(~fl~dH+, ' i.e., f= (pT/pl)g for some geH$ Then 
as d*c$/pI pt l H” and grz H$. 
Conversely, let fe Ker HcljLjd*aflpfpz, i.e. 
p _ d*4 
mf=O. 
” 
This implies pT I d*a,f. Now p, and d are coprime, as the first polynomial is 
stable whereas the second antistable. This implies naturally the coprimeness of 
pi and d*. Also we have 
If pT and CYT are not coprime, then, by the previous equation, p? has a 
common factor with pl p,*. However p, and p, are coprime, as the first is 
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stable and the second antistable. So are p, and pf, and for the same reason. 
Therefore we must have that f/p? is analytic in the right half plane. So 
( PI / PIV~ H% i.e. _fe ( PT / PI)H~. 
2: Follows from the previous part. 
3: This is a consequence of Theorem 5.1. 
4: Follows also from Theorem 5.1, as the singular vectors of HlllajdfaplpfpE 




This can be computed. Indeed, starting from Equation (83) we have 
Pi = 
x1 PfPi - &PI PF 
X,d ’ 
We compute 
&P, p: - &,Pi pt = Ai 
hPTP,-h,P,PX p*_x xlPiPi-xiPIP? * 
X,d ’ n hd 
P” 
Recalling that 
Pf Pi* 4 Pi” Pi -=----- 
~1 d* 4 Pl d* 
and 0, = or, we have 
(89) 
Thus it suffices to show that the last term is zero. Now, from Equation (85), 
d*@* - p p* - &pfp. i- 1 i x, ” 
178 
Hence 




Ld*&P: - +, p, ~34 










P1hlXi pfaf - ~ pi PTa, 




= P_- h pIcUr - XpiP, = O, 
P,*Pl ” 1 1 
as p, p,* is stable. 
I 
n 
The main result of the following theorem has been proved in Glover 
(1984), and a trace class extension is given in Glover, Curtain, and Partington 
(1989). However, it seems to have been first derived by Hruscev and Peller; 
see Theorem 1.6 and Corollary 1.8 in Appendix 5 of Nikolskii (1985). In this 
connection the work of Ober (1987b,c) is also relevant. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let 4 = n/d E HY and n A d = 1, i.e., d is antistable. Let 
?r I / p, be the optimal causal approximant to n /d. Then: 
1. n/d - r1 /pl is all pass. 
2. The singular values of the Hankel operator H,?,,? are a2 > * . * > a,, 
and the corresponding Schmidt pairs of Hrrlpr are {pi /pl, @/pj+), where the 
pi are defined by 
Proof. 1: Since 




2: We saw, in Equation (81), that 
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Since rzn*/ p,* E Hy, the associated Hankel operator is zero. Hence 
H *f/P? = H_ hdp,lpfp::’ 





To this end we start from Equation (84), which, multiplied by al, yields 
'i 
da,Pi=PfPia1 - x PlP:a,. 
1 
(90) 
This in turn implies 
da, Pi Pial 4 a1 Pt --E- - --. 
PirP,* PI PIP,* 4 PTP,* 
Since p,cu, /pl p,* E H$ we have 
da1 Pi = x,p_ ~1 pi* 
-X,P_-- 
PTP,* Pl ’ x5’ 
(92) 
(91) 
All we have to do is to obtain a partial fraction decomposition of the last term. 
To this end we go back to Equation (84), from which we get 




d( Pn Pi - dPi Pn) = 2 (xi p:p, - x, p;pi) = y&da: (94) 
and 
Now 
&pi - d&p, = ;p& 
1 
180 
Dividing through by pfp,*, we get 
a1 PT = pI + ‘i ai 
PTP,* Pf A, PC 
and from this it follows that 
P- 
a1 P: PT 
- = -. 
P?P,* Pi 
Using Equation (92) we have 
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and this completes the proof. n 
As an immediately corollary we obtain the dual of Corollary 5.1. 
COROLLARY 7.1. There exist polynomials oi of degree < n - 2 such that 
*TPi - xi PIP: = pjwi, i = 2,...,n. (97) 
There is another way of looking at duality, and this is summed up in the 
diagram in Figure 2. We will not go into the details except for the following. 
THEOREM 7.3. The Hankel operator (l/X,_,)H,~,“_,,,“~:_, : Xpz --t Xpn 
has singular values a; I < - . * < u,=‘~ and Schmidt pairs {UT/P,*, q / p,} . 
(n - 1)th approx. 
ICE 
I 0 th approx. 
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Proof. Starting from 
lrncYi = xip,*a; + p,ri, 
7rncxj = Ajp,*ff; + PJj, 
we get 
(98) 
0 = p,*(hicYj”T - xjcYiaj*) + p,(cYj& - qs;.). (99) 
(100) 
For j = n - 1 we can write 
X,-l 





X,-l Crz_1 ai 
-+-_--_. 
PI2 a,-1 Xi an-l Pn 
(101) 





8. BALANCED REALIZATIONS 
A fundamental problem in system theory is that of model reduction, namely 
the replacement of high order state space models by reduced order models, 
where however one would like to keep the resulting errors small in some given 
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measure. The measure of smallness is generally taken as some standard norm; 
the most frequently encountered ones are the L”, .L2, and Hankel norms. 
Now, in the case of state space representations, there are standard ways of 
reducing dimension by elimination of nonobservable and nonreachable states. 
With this in mind one would go further and try to eliminate the less 
controllable and less observable states. However, a state which is not impor- 
tant for observation may be crucial for the control of the system, and vice 
versa. To get around this difficulty, Moore (1981) introduced the notion of 
balanced realizations for asymptotically stable transfer functions. In such a 
realization the reachability and observability Gramians are equal and diagonal. 
This opens up the possibility of approximating the original system by a lower 
order one through the elimination of states that correspond to simultaneous 
low controllability and observability properties. The existence of balanced 
realizations for asymptotically stable transfer functions has been established by 
Moore. A simple reduction to a balanced system is given in Laub (1980) and 
Clover (1984). 
What distinguishes balanced model reduction is its remarkable behavior 
with respect to truncations. Truncation preserves asymptotic stability; see 
Pernebo and Silverman (1982). An extension of their result is given by Ober 
(1989), who also obtained canonical forms for balanced realizations for a wide 
class of transfer functions. Other related papers are Young (1985), Gregson 
and Young (1988), and Yeh, Yang, and Tsai [1988]. 
However, the most significant progress in the application of balanced 
realizations is no doubt the work of Glover (1984). In that paper Glover 
obtains L” estimates on the approximation error using the truncation of 
balanced realizations. Some infinite dimensional generalizations are given in 
Young (1986), Ober (1987a-d), and Glover, Curtain, and Partington (1989). 
In this paper we take a different approach to balanced realizations. We 
take advantage of the extensive analysis of the Hankel operators and their 
Schmidt pairs that has been carried out in the previous sections. Using this we 
will show that the polynomial model realization method, outlined in Section 2, 
can be used to obtain, for an asymptotically stable transfer function, a balanced 
realization. All one has to do is to compute, in the generic case (i.e. the case of 
distinct singular values), a matrix representation with respect to a basis 
constructed of the suitably normalized Hankel singular vectors. While this is 
certainly a roundabout way of approaching the balancing problem, it has the 
great advantage in the geometric insight it provides into the problem of 
truncation. Theorem 10.2 is a case in point. 
From this point of view, balancing means (assuming the polynomial model 
realization theory) a correct choice of an orthogonal basis in a (left) invariant 
subspace of H!. This can be reduced to the algebra of orthogonal polynomials 
on the line. In particular, for the case of asymptotically stable all-pass transfer 
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functions we identify these orthogonal polynomials and relate them to a 
continued fraction expansion. This recovers the canonical form obtained 
previously by Ober (1987a-d). For the general case, as Ober (1989) correctly 
observed, the canonical form for the all-pass case turns out to be the main 
building block for the construction of the balanced canonical form in the 
general case. This is reflected in the functional representation by piecing 
together a suitable orthogonal basis made up, basically, of polynomials orthog- 
onal with respect to measures related to Hankel singular vectors. We will not 
go into the details of this in this paper. 
To begin, we recall the definition. 
DEFINITION 8.1. A minimal asymptotically stable system (A, B, C, D) is 
called balanced if there exists a diagonal matrix C = diag( (I~, . . . , a,) such that 
AC + Xi= -Bi, 
A”c + CA = -&2. 
(104 
The matrix C is called the Gramian of the system (A, B, C, D), and its 
diagonal entries are called the singular values of the system. 
Our definition of Hankel operators is based on antistable transfer func- 
tions, rather than stable ones as in Glover (1984). As a consquence, in the 
derivation of balanced realizations it is convenient to extend the notion of 
balancing to (asymptotically) antistable transfer functions. 
We will say that (A, B, C, D) is a balanced realization of an (asymptoti- 
cally) antistable transfer functions 4 if (-A”, 6, - e, fi) is a balanced realiza- 
tion of the (asymptotically) stable transfer functions +*-equivalently, if for a 
diagonally matrix C = diag( crl, . . . , a,,) we have 
-h + X(-A) = -EC, 
- AB + X(-K) = -BB”, 
or 
AC+Ci=Bii, 
kZ + CA = EC. 
(105) 
Balanced realizations have another symmetry property. With this in mind 
we recall the following definition. 
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X 5 x 
Al 1‘6 




DEFINITION 8.2. A realization (A, B, C) is called signature symmetric if 
for some signature matrix J, i.e. a matrix of the form J = diag( + 1, . . . , + l), 
the diagram in Figure 3 is commutative. 
For an analysis of signature symmetric realizations see Brockett and Skoog 
(1971). An extensive analysis can be found in Fuhrmann (1983). An analogous 
analysis for Hamiltonian symmetry is developed in Fuhrmann (1984). 
We proceed now to the establishment of the existence of balanced realiza- 
tions. We will use the polynomial model realization theory outlined in Section 
2. Our procedure is to compute a matrix representation of that realization of 4 
with respect to the basis { pT/d, i = 1, - - *, n) of Xd, with a suitable normal- 
ization. 
We begin by studying the generic case, namely the case where all singular 
values are distinct. 
THEOREM 8.1. Let 4 = n/d E HT. Let pi be the minimal degree solutions 
of the singular value equation 
npi = X,d*pT + d?r,, 
normalized so that 
= q. 
Then: 
1. The function $I has a balanced realization of the form 
ejbibj 
A= ___ 
i I xi •t xj ’ 
(106) 
B= (bw..,b,), 
C = (qb,, . . . , +,), 
D = G(m), 
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with 
bi = ( -l)REiPi,n-lr 
2. The balanced realization is sign symmetric. Specijcally, with ei = Xi /ui 
and ] = diag(e,, . . . , E,,), we have 
]A = @, JB = e. 
3. Relative to a conformal block decomposition 
we have 
4. With respect to the constructed balanced realization, we have the 
following representation: 
pfw _ 
w C( zI - A)-‘e,. 
Proof. 1: Setting D = 4(m), we may assume without loss of generality 
that n/d E H? is strictly proper. In that case, obviously, n/d E Xd. We begin 
by computing the input map B = (b,, . . . , b,)” of the realization. Since 




We want to compute the b,. By orthogonality of the singular vectors of the 
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Hankel operator Hnld we have 
Now 
SO 
b. = (n/d, pFld)H: 
’ ( p:ld, pW)e ’ 
npi = X,d*pp + d*i, 
n Pi --= 
d d* 
Integrating this equality over the imaginary axis, we have 
1 
J 

















+“n pi 1 
G -a dd* 
- - dz = lim - 
27ri _-. d d* J 
n Pi 
- - dz 




= lim - --dz. 
R-tm 2?ii + d d* 
Here y and 7 are the semicircular contours shown in Figure 4. Note that y is 
positively oriented whereas 9 is negatively oriented. So, using the fact that d 
FIG. 4. 
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is antistable, and taking R large enough, 
1 
i%i _,dd” J 
+=n pi 
--dt= &&$dz= &L$dz. 
Expanding p:/d at infinity, we have 





I!!& = -(-l)n-lpi,,,-l. 
9d 
In the same way, by expanding ri/d* at infinity we compute the other 
integral. Thus we have 
1 
G J +-nfidt_ xi _a dd* 2ri J 2 dz = ( -l)nXipi,n_l, ,d 
1 +=n pi 
--dt= & 
(106) 
2?r J _- dd* J "i dz = (- l)nai,n_-l. 7 d* 
Of course the two results are the same: by Equation (44), we have 
Therefore we have, from Equation (107) and using the normalization (106), 




Next we compute the output map C. This is simple, as 
Ci= C( $) = ( ‘;i)_l = (-l)“-‘pi,n_l. 
(109) 
(110) 
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Comparing this with (log), we get 
ci = -eibi. (111) 
To compute the generating matrix A we compute the matrix representa- 
tion of Sd with respect to the basis { pF/d, i = 1,. . . , n} of Xd. We have 
sde = ZPT - lid 
d d ’ 
where ti = (- l)“-‘pi, n_l. Let now SdpF/d = CyzlajipT/d. Once again 
using orthogonality, we get 
Now, using the previous definition of the contours y, T, 
1 
= lim - J 
zp: - 
d 
Eid P’ dz .3 
R-+- 2ri 9 d* 
1 
J( 
ZPTPj =- - 
2?ri 9 dd* 
- &-$ dz 
1 
1 J ZPicPj =- - 27ri T dd* dz. 
Now, using Equation (76), we have 
Pi PT 1 -=--_ 
dd* A; - x; 
SO 
(112) 
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Integrating this expression over the contour?, we get 
(14 
By increasing R and expanding za$/d at go, noting that deg ~~~ Q n - 2, we 
obtain 
h. 
lim J zPi Pj* - = -*uij,“_n(-l)“-z = (-l)“_lL R-W T dd* x; - A; cGj,n-2. I 
(115) 
However, integrating over y. 
1 
J 
oD zip,? - &d p. 
i?i_, d 
. -$ dt 
1 ZP? - 5id Pj 
=- J .- 21ri y d d* dz 
1 =- J zpicp,& 2:i 27ri y dd* J ?!. & Y d* 
Ai 
=w y d* J 
3 dz - &( -~)~p~,~_~ 
= &(-l)naij,n-2 - (-l)“-‘Pi,n-l(-l)“Pj,n-l 
= &(m1)“aij,n-2 + Pi,n-1 Pj,n-1. 
Equating the two expressions, we get 
(-1)“-’ Aaij,n-2 = &( -1)naij,n-2 + Pi,n-I Pj,n-1’ 
so 
( -l)“-l(Yij,“_-p xi 
1 
xi”-)+ + g-x; 
hi = (-l)n-1 E = pi,n_lpj,n_l, 
i J 
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or 
aij,n-2 = (-l)“-‘(Ai - Elj)Pi,n-lPj,n-l 
Finally 
= (-1)“-1 j$ _ A; L(-‘)“-l(A~ - Aj)Pi,n-lPj,,_l 
Thus we have 
We use now the normalization 
to get 




= &(-l)‘+i(-l)%j = &(-l)?ib,(-l)“-l(-fjbj) 
qbibj 
=- 
xi + xj . 
Interchanging indices, we get 
E .b.b. 
a., = 1’3 
.l’ xi + Xj’ 
(116) 
and hence we get the relation 
eifzji = UijEj. 
This means simply, with J = diag(e,, . . . , en), that JA = k]. That C = @ is 
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clear from (111). Now, from (llS), it follows that 
bibj = Ej( 4 + Aj)aij = Xj’iifzij + aij( CjAj) 
= hi(EiUji) + Qijaj = u*aji + aij5. 
However, this is just the first (anti)-Liapunov equation in (105). The other 
Liapunov equation is proved analogously or can be derived from this one by 
signature symmetry. Thus we have proved that our realization is balanced. 
2: The proof is a simple computation. 





Pj*( 2) Pi( 2) -.-= 
44 d*k) 
.Zi( -zI - i)-‘k( ZI - A)-‘e; 
=.Zi(-zI-~)-l[L:(zI-A) + (-zZ-x)Z](zI-A)-‘ei 
= Zi(-zZ - i))-lXej + sE(zI - A)-'ej. 





- dt = iTiCe;. 
2si _-m d d* 
However, by the orthogonality relation (75) and the chosen normalization 
ai = (p,*/d, pr/d)H!, we have 
Thus 
and so necessarily e! = e,, i = 1, . . . , n 
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We can apply the same method to obtain a balanced realization for the 
Nehari extension of a strictly proper rational function n/d E H”. 
THEOREM 8.2. Let q5 = n/dEHQ, and let .~r,/p, of Theorem 3.4 be the 
Nehari extension of n/d. Let (A, B, C) be the balanced realization of 4 given 




c, = (/.t2&>. . . , iwnbn)~ 
D, = h,, 
where 
A, - xi 
Pi = $_ Xl + xi for i=2,...,n. 
Proof. We will use the shift realization of Section 2 and compute a matrix 
representation with respect to a suitable normalization of the basis {pi / p, ( i 
= ..) 2 
kus 
n} of XPI consisting of the singular vectors of H,*rlPl. 
we put fi = vipi 1pl, i = 2, . . . , n. As in Theorem 8.1, we will use 
the normalization I( fi I( 2 = a,, i = 2, . . . , n. Now, from Equation (87) we have 
as 11 pi /d*)I’ = q. Hence 
or 
Pi2 ui II I/ - Pl =-5 ‘i (118) 




We proceed to compute the realization of 7r1 /pl. 
For the constant term we have, by Equation (44), 
D,= ?(a~) = ?r = A,. 
Pl,n-1 
Next we compute the output map C,. Now C, = (C,.,, . . . , C, ,,) with 
CN,i = cNfi = (ji)_l = Vi: _ 1 I = v,Pi, ‘PI,*-1 ’ i = 2,. . . , n. (120) 1 
Now, by Equation (83), we have, computing the highest degree coeffkient, 
x1( - l)n-l Pl,tt-lPi,n-1 - xiP,,,-l(-l)“-‘Pi,rr-l = XIPi,n-2p 
or 
Pi n-2 
~ = (-l)“-‘~pi,~_~. 
Hence 
c, i = viPi, = 
Pl,n-1 
{~(-l)~-lyPj,n-I 
I Al I 





= El&( -l)“-lpi,“_l = q/.Lici. 
(121) 
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To compute the input map B we note that, for 5 E R, and using Equation 
(44)7 
So we have to compute the coeffkients b, i, i = 2, . . . , n, in the expan- 
sion 
=1 
- A”’ = xbhJ = cb,,ivi$ 
Pl 
Using the orthogonahty, in Ht, of the functions pi / p,, we have 
Using once again Equation (118), we have 
To compute the inner product we transform the integral over the imaginary 
axis to a contour integral, over the contour y, using the fact that deg(rl - 






2ri y Pl PT 
dz. 
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for the other integral vanishes by Cauchy’s theorem and the fact that &/pi* E 
H2. 
In order to evaluate the last integral we use Equation (97) rewritten as 
*f Pi 
-- = A%+ wi 
P? Pl iPl Z’ 
or dually as 
“1 Pt Pi w: --=~,-++-_. 
Pl PT ‘Pl Pf 
(122) 
(123) 
Now wr/pf E H!, and so, integrating the previous equality over the contour y 
and expanding at m, we are led to 
1 
I “‘Pf&= 2L/ -5 dz = X.L. pi n-2 2ri y Pl PT Y Pl ’ Pl,n-1 
To evaluate the last term we use Equation (86) i.e. 
P: Pr 4 Pf Pi --+---_. 
d* - p, 4 ~1 d* 
Expansion at w yields 
(-l)“-lPi,n-l = (-1)“-2Pi,n-2 + 5 (-l)“-‘Pi,n-l 
(-1)” Pl,n-1 hl (-1y ’ 
or 
i I 1-b x, P&n-l = ( -y2PL”-2 Pl,n-1 ’ 
and so 
& n-2 
z = (-l)“-’ l - : Pi,“-1. 
( 1 
(124) 
Note that 1 - &,/A, = (A, - &)/A, > 0. 
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Putting all this together, we have 
= t d& Ai(-1)“-’ A’ - Ai ( 1 Al Pi,n-1 
= Ei( - I)“-1 




Our last step is the derivation of the generator matrix A,. Actually the 
result follows from Theorem 8.1, but we prefer to give also a direct computa- 
tional derivation. 
Since ?rr / p, is realized in the state space X PI, we compute a matrix 




zPi - l)i Pl 
PI Pl Pl ’ 
where 




Let now SPlA = Cy=,a,, jifj. Using Ht orthogonality as well as the 
normalization I( fj 1) ’ = oj, we have 
aN,ji = 
vivj zPi - Vi Pl Pj 
=- 1 - ?i Pl I ’ Pl H$ 
lJivi 1 O3 ZPi - Iii Pl PT 
=-- 
aj 2* s -_oD Pl zdt 
_ ‘ivj lim 1 
I 
zPi - Vi Pl 07 
aj R-t- 27ri y Pl z dz 
V.V. 
= ‘I lim 1 J 4 Rdca 2ri 9 
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In to evaluate we start 
= xj + p,wt, 
?r,p; xjpfpj plw;. 
(126) 
We to 
of degree < such that 
and hence 
Exchanging indices and taking adjoints, we 
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Equating the last two expressions, we get 
xi xj 
i I 1 1 --_ Aj xi 8jBr = < Pl Pij - 7 PfPj*i> (12’) 
and, by an argument sin&r to that used in the derivation of Equation (78), we 
have 
pij = -pii. (128) 
So, from (127). it follows that 
PjBf xj Pij x, P1; 
p,pt=w-+m+ 
and also 
Integrating over the contour y, we get 
However, integrating over the contour 3 and using Equation (125), we get 
n-2Pj n-2 
= -&(-I)“‘~ - (-l,q$;!-lpl,~_l 
A* 
-A- 
= (-1)“-2 g_ $ ;;,:I: Iji. n-2Pj, n-2 
Pl,n-1 
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Equating the two expressions implies 
( -1)“-3pij,+_3 x, + _5 = - 
i ! 
fli, n-ZPj. n-2 
x - A; 4 - xj Pl,n-1 ’ 
and so 
P{j,n-3 = (-l)“-‘(xi - ‘j) Pi, n-2Pj, n-2 ’ pl 
,n 
_1 
Finally, substituting back and using (MO), we get 
'ivj Pi, n-2Pj, n-2 
= -jx Pf,“4 * 
Now, by equation (121) and using (119), 
yivj Pi, n-2Pj, n-2 
-‘jXlf Pl”, n-l 
- Ej I Al I 151 
=mmm 
(h - h)(h, - ‘j) 
x2 




xi + xj = - xi + xj * 
So, interchanging indices, 
la 
cjpipjbibj 
N,ij = - x,+hj . 
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9. ALL-PASS TRANSFER FUNCTIONS 
We continue the study of balanced realizations by constructing such a 
realization for the case of an asymptotically stable all-pass function. 
Thus let g = d*/d be inner in Hy. This means that d is stable and the 
singular values satisfy ui = * . * = a,, = 1. Then 
d(z) = d+( z”) + Zd_( z”), (129) 
d*(z) = d+(z2) - Zd_(Z2). (130) 
Then 
d* - d 
g= ----+1= 
-2zd_( 2”) 
d d+( z”) + zd_( z”) + ” 
Next we put 
-zd_( x2) 
‘= d+(z2) ’ 
i.e., f is constant output feedback equivalent to g. Hence, once we get a 
canonical form for f, the one for g will easily follow. Next we introduce yet 




By a well-known theorem (see Gantmacher, 1959, p. 000) the Cauchy index l,, 
of h is equal to n = deg d. This piece of information implies two specific 
representations for h, one additive and the other a continued fraction repre- 
sentation. For the additive representation we must have n real simple poles 
for h with positive residues. Thus 
with or < * * * < cxy,. The other representation, and the more interesting one 
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a&) - . . P,-2 
‘a,&) - $g 
wherea,(z),i= l,..., n are manic of degree one and all the pi are positive. 
We will distinguish between two cases. 
Case 1. Assume that n = deg d is even. Therefore the function h has an 
even denominator and an odd numerator. Thus we can be more explicit as far 
as the continued fraction is concerned. Indeed, put 9_ r(z) = d +( - 2’) and 
9,,(z) = - zd _( - z2), and set up the Euclidean algorithm with the recursion 
9i+l( z, = %( z)9i(z) - Pi-lcli-I( z, (131) 
with the pi chosen so that the ai are manic and deg 9i+l < deg 9i < deg 9i_ 1. 
Let ai = 2 - cyi, i = 1,. . . , n. We will show by induction that the se- 
quence of polynomials is alternatingly even and odd. In fact the initialization 
ensures that 9_ r is even and 9a is odd. So assume parity alternates for all 
indices till i. From Equation (131) it follows that 
1 Pi 
-= 
9i-I( ‘) ui( z)9i( z, - 9i+l( ‘) 
and hence 
94 4 t -= 
Qi-I( z, 
ui(z) -:. :+ I@) 
9i( z, 
(132) 
Now 9i(z)/si-d~) is odd by the induction hypothesis. So ui(a) - 
9i+l(z)l94z) is al so odd. This forces both u,(z) and 9i+i(z)/9i(z) both to be 
odd. Thus ai = z, and 9i+l has opposite parity to 9i. Thus h has the 
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representation 
h(z) = 
By Theorem 9.4 in Helmke and Fuhrmann (1989) h(z) has a realization of the 
I ‘, 
\\ 
0 aI” 0 
1 . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. 
. . 0 
. . an-1 2 
1 0 
which is similar, through the matrix diag( po, . . . , P,_~) with p. = 1 and 
pi+l /pi = af, to the matrix 
I( 0 a1 0 
a1 . 
To go back from h to f we note that 
f(z) = -ih(iz) = -i(-i&&f. 
So f has only simple imaginary axis zeros. 
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From the continued fraction expansion (134) we get 
203 
f(z) = 























0 CYf 0 
-1 . . . 
. . . . 
. . . . 
. . . 0 
. . 4-l 
-1 0 
and by similarity to 







’ ao) . 
Now g is obtained back from f by the inverse output-feedback transforma- 
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tion. Thus g is realized by 
I 
\\ 





with k = og/2. 
Clearly the realization in (136) is balanced. 
Case 2. Assume that n is odd. This case can be treated similarly; the 
details will be skipped. 
We note in passing that the above realization is a special case of Darlington 
synthesis; see Brockett (1970) and Krishnaprasad (1980). 
10. BALANCED MODEL REDUCTION 
In this section we study the approach to model reduction that is based on 
the truncation of the last mode in a balanced realization. Since the construc- 
tion of balanced realizations was done utilizing a basis made out of singular 
vectors of the Hankel operator, it is not surprising that there is a connection 
between the Hankel norm based reduced and the balanced reduction. This 
connection was first pointed out by Glover (1984). Here the connection is 
highlighted from a geometric perspective. 
We begin with two very useful computations. For these I am indebted to 
R. Ober. 
LEMMA 10.1. Let 
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and A,, be square matrices. Set 
Then: 
W(s) = sl - A,, - A,,(sZ - A,,)-‘A,,. 
1. We have 
(137) 
(sZ _ A)-’ = 1 (sz- AH)-~~, 
i 0 1 ! 
x (sl- A,,)-’ 0 
i ii 
I 
0 w(s)_1 Azl(sZ - Al,)-' 
2. ZfAisn~nandA,~ is (n - 1) x (n - l), then 
w(s) = 
det( sZ - A) 
det( sZ - A,,) ’ 
Proof. Part 1 follows because 
Z 0 
sZ-A= 
-A,,( sZ - A,,) -’ Z 
! 
i 




-p- :")%2 . 
! 
2: Taking deteterminants in the above formula, we have 
det(sZ - A) = W(s)det(sZ - A,,). n (140) 
LEMMA 10.2. Let (A, B, C) be the balanced realization of n/d constructed 
in Theorem 8.1, let ( A, B, C) be conformally partitioned as 
with B, = (b,, . . . , b,_,)“, By = b,,,c, = (c~,...,c~_~). and& = c,,, andlet 
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C be conformally partitioned as 
with C, = diag(a,, . . . , a,_ 1) and C2 = 0”. Let {el, . . . , e,l 
basis in R”. Let (A,,, B,, C,) be the last mode truncation 
system, and let 
nbt ‘) g&) = db(Z) = C1( ZI - A,,) -lB1. 
Then: 
1. W(z) defined by Equation (137) satisfies 
44 w(z) = db+) ’ 
db(z) w(z)-l= d(s). 
2. We have 
P,*( 2) 
C1( zI - A,,)-‘e, + C, = - 
d&) 
be the standard 
of the balanced 
(141) 
(142) 
Proof. Part 1 follows from Equation (139). 
2: From Equation (138) we obtain 
C(zZ - A)-‘e, = (Cl C,(zZ - A,,)-’ 
= [ Cl( ~1 - All) -I AI2 + C2] W( z) -I. 
However, by Theorem 8.1, pr( z)/d( z) = C(zI - A)-‘e, and W(Z)-’ = 
db( z)/d( z), so (142) follows. n 
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LEMMA 10.3. Z-.et p, /d* be the n th Hankel singular vector. Then the 
following equation is satisfied: 
s(W + d*b) = P, P,*. (143) 
Proof. Let ( A, B, C) be a balanced realization of n/d. We have seen that 
pX(z)/d(z) = C(zl - A)-‘e,. Using Lemma 10.2, we have 
z = W(z)-‘[C,(zZ- A,,)-‘A,, + cz] 




= w(z)_‘w(-z,-‘( i&z - A;,)-l 1) 
x EC 
By balancing we have 
(zz- A$‘A,, . 1 
/fC + CA = -z’C, 
which implies 
(-ZZ - A”)2 + C(zZ - A) = EC. 
This allows the passage from a multiplicative to an additive representation. 
More specifically 
(A;+z - A;,)-1 1)&j w - Apq 
= (A,+Z-K,,)-’ I)[(-zZ-+++I-A)] (zz-A;)-lAlj 
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Computing one of the terms, 
,)+I - I)( @I - A:,,lAl2) 
= (‘il,(zI-A”,l)-l )(“d fn) 
ZI - A,, -A,, 
X 
-A21 zl - A,, 
ii 
)-‘A,, 
= (iilz(zl-iill)-l l)( “,1 ;J 
= unw( z). 
The other term is computed similarly. Putting the two terms together, we are 
led t0 
r&(+,*(4 
d( z)d*( z) 
= w(z)-lw(-z)-l( A;+l- A;J1 1) 




and this implies (143). 
REMARK 10.1. Equation (143) is the polynomial equivalent of the Lia- 
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punov equation. For a discussion of this we refer to Willems and Fuhrmann 
[1989]. 
COROLLARY 10.1 (Pernebo and Silverman). The polynomial db is anti- 
stable. 
Now we are in a position to prove the main result of this section. This is a 
slightly more specific derivation of Lemma 9.5 in Glover (1984), in the context 
in which we are working. The extra information is the concrete representation 
of the various all-pass functions that are encountered. 
THEOREM 10.1. 
1. Let gb(s) be the balanced n - 1 farst approrimant of the stable transfer 
function g(s). Then the approximation error e(s) = g(s) - gb( s) satisfies 
e(z) = en-- ;b(E)2=A”!_z(E+Lt), 
and hence 
/e(s)/ G 20,. 
2. Let gh( s) be the n - 1 first Hankel norm approrimant of the stable 
transfer function g(s), i.e. gh(s) = g(s) - &,d*p,*/dp,. Then the differace 
between these two approximants is all-pass; specijcally, 
pn*d: gb-gh= -A,-. 
P&b 
Proof. 1: From Equation (138) we get 
g(s) = C(sI - A)-‘B 
= (C, C,(zZ - Al,)-‘A,, + C, 
)i 




A,,( zZ - A,,)-‘B, + B, 
= C&I - A)-‘B, 
+[+I-A,,)-‘A,,+C,]W(z)-‘[A&Z-A,,)-’B,+B,]. 
Since, by Theorem 8.1, the balanced realization is signature symmetric, with 
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the signature matrix J = diag(e,, . . . , en) which we write as diag(J1, E”) and 
II = diag(e,, . . . , E,,_~), we have 
A,,( ZI - A,,) -?I, + B, = E”[ C1( zI - A,,) -I A,, + Cz] . 
Hence for the error term e(z) we have 
e(z) = E,W( z)-'[c,( zz - All)-‘Al2 + ~21’. 
But, by Lemma 10.2, C,(zI - A,,)-‘e, + C, = pz/db, ~0 
e( 2.) = e,W( 2) -l(!z)2_ny+nb_!!J. 
On the other hand 
e(z) =g-gb= 3 - 2. 
db 
2: We compute, applying Lemma 10.3, 
&,-&=&,- (g-&F) =(&!b-g)+k!z 
PX w% p:d; 




We go back now to the error term e: 
e=g-gb=(g-gh)+(gh-gb) 
d* * Pn + h dbPn* = 
A, dp, n d,Pn 
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Since p,*/ p,, d*/d, and d$/d, are all (antistable) all-pass functions, we get 
the estimate 
lIeIt, G 20,. n 
COROLLARY 10.2. nb and db satisfy the polynomial equation 
dn, - ndb = -E,( p$. 
The formula above is “hidden” in the derivation by Enns (1984) of the 
error bound for balanced approximations. 
In the next theorem we study the Hankel operator associated with the 
truncation of the balanced realization. 
THEOREM 10.2. Let (A,B,C) b e a balanced realization of g = n/d as 
constructed in Theorem 8.1, and let ( A,,, B,, C,) be the last mode truncation of 
the balanced system, with 
nb( ‘) g&) = C,(zI - A,,)-lB, = - 
db( z, . 
(144) 
Let the polynomials qi, i 
where Zi stands for the 
space. Then: 
1. We have 
= )...) 1 n - 1, be defined by 
&I= 
db(z) 
CI( ZI - A,,)-‘& (145) 
i th unit vector in the (n - 1)-dimensional Euclidean 
” qi E Ker H --- 
d* dg r.lp, (146) 
has singular values u1 > * * . > a,,_, and Schmidt pairs 
(q,$,,?,db). 
3. Wfe have 
“i 9i 
--_=p ;-. 
P,* ” dj$ 
4. The norrnulization condition 
qT 2 /I /I db = a,, i= l,...,n- 1, (147) 
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Proof. 1: We saw, in Theorem 8.1, that for the balanced realization 
(A, B, C) of g we have 
pw _ 
44 
C( zZ - A)%,, i = 1,. . . , n. (148) 
By the same token we have 
yl(z)= 
44 
C1( zZ - Al,)-18,, i= l,...,n- 1. (149) 
Clearly { qi /d& qT/db) must be the a,-Schmidt pairs of Hgh. We will prove 
this directly from the polynomial data. Notice that 
ei=(u^i O), i=l,..., n-l. 
Therefore, using Equation (138), we have 
PC4 _ 
44 
C(zZ-A)-‘q= (Cl C,)(tZ-A)-’ 
= (cl c2) :, ( (-$-‘A,, !i (zz-fll)-l w(;l_l) 
Z 0 
A&Z- A,,)-’ Z 
= (C, C,(zZ - A,,)-‘A,, + C2) (” -,““‘-’ ,,:,_Ij 
( 
A,,( zZ - A,,) -le^, 
! 
= C,(zZ - Al,)-‘& + [Cl(zZ - A,l)-lA,, + c,] 
x W(z)-‘A&Z- A,,)-’ 
4T(q P,*(Z) +> 
= dh(Z) + m m [ AZ.l( zz - All) -l'i]. 
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In the last step we used Lemma 10.2. Putting 
'i( z, 
A,,( zl - A,,) -‘iTi = - 
db( z) ’ 
with deg ri < deg d,, we get 
PT * p,*ri * P* Pnri -= 
d 
4i+- =4i+_it- 
d, ddb db P, dd, ’ 
and equivalently 
Pi _Qi+“- P p,*r,* 
d* - d$ p,* d*dg ’ 
(150) 
(151) 
This proves that 
Pi -- 
d* 
5 E&H:= Ker H, lp 
d8 P: 
n n = Ker HP,. 
2: Applying the orthogonal projection on Xpz to Equation (151), and 
noting that, by Theorem 5.1, Pxp:, pi/d* = ai/p,*, we get 
OLi Pi 4i 
- = Pxp;-- = PXPb--, 
P,* d* d$: 
(152) 
i.e., for i = 1,. . . , n - 1, pi/d* and qi /d$: have the same projections on 
XPC. Note also that from (151) we get 
(-l)“Pi,n-1 = (-1)“-‘qi,n-2. 




i= l,...,n- 1. 
b 
We saw, in Equation (151), that 
(155) 
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for some f E Hz. On the other hand, from Equation (71) we get 
Pi _i+222_ h P P, 
d* - p; Xi p,* d* 
So from these two equations we get 
4i _‘i+pRf 
dB - P,* Pt 
for some f E Hz. Next we compute 
Hg+ = ( Hgh + Hg,_g,)g = H 4i + II,_,; 
gh dg 






Moreover, by Theorem 10.1, 




Hgh_,,F = -X,P_-- = -1 eE. 
E Pnd, 4 n Pn db 
Putting this together yields 
We will show that 
Since 
cr; A, P,* 9i 4T 
-----=-. 






CXT %I P,* 4i 
- - ----EIm Hg6 = Xdb, 
P, xi Pn 6 
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we must have 
Thus, there exist polynomials pi, with deg [i d tl - 2, such that 
or equivalently 
p ff; 43 P,* 4i 
-=-----9 
db Pn Ai Pn db 




In particular (159) can be rewritten as 
Next, imitating a previous computation, 
h PX fi 
----- 
h Pn db 
=& 
hidbaT - X,,P,*{~ = h, ‘n P,*qi + ‘i Pnlt - h P,*ri 
xi P&b ’ h Pndb 
= h, A” P,“( 9i - Ci) + xi Pn!? 
1 
h Pndb 
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Now Hgbci /dg e Im Hg,, = Xdh, and clearly {r/dbeXdb. So we must have 
P,* 9i - li E Xdb -- 
’ P, db 
This implies p, 1 9i - li. Since deg 9i - {i < 12 - 2, we must have Ci = 9i> 
i=l,..., n - 1. So we have 
and 
This, together with 
yields 
or 
9T CYf A~ P,* 9i -=-- --- 
& Pn hi P, db 
9i ai %I P” 9: 
z=p,*-)\ip,*$ 






Pi % + x, P, d*9T - Gp: 
d* = dg Xi p,* d*dg ’ (168) 
This will lead to an Hz estimate later on. 
From (165) we obtain, using orthogonality, 
Since 11 qf/db I) ’ = )I9i / db )I 27 We get 
By the same reasoning we get from Equation (166) 
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By comparison we get 
However, pT/d was normalized so that I[ pz/d[l’ = a,, and hence also 
II #/dbll * = 0,. 
Now we can go back to (167) and estimate the H2 norms. Clearly 
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